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Executive Summary: Bicycle Network Demand Analysis

A STRATEGY FOR BICYCLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Smart decisions about bicycle infrastructure 
depend on good data. Demand modeling - the 
focus of this study - can tell us where people want 
to ride, and where they are likely to ride if adequate 
facilities exist.  However,  a demand analysis is only 
one of several critical inputs into a successful 
bicycle infrastructure strategy:

• Demand Modeling
• Public Input
• Network Connectivity
• Equity
• Safety and Collisions
• Feasibility for High Level of Comfort

MEASURING DEMAND
There are several ways to measure demand for 
bicycle infrastructure. The following bicycie 
infrastructure demand analysis is not intended to 
be a trip projection.  The goal of this analysis is to 
determine where people would ride bicycles if 
facilities made it convenient and comfortable to do 
so.  Therefore, latent demand is considered 
separately from the barriers and constraints of the 
physical environment.  The analysis was conducted 
in GIS and based on City and Census data on 
transportation and land use.  

AREAS OF HIGH DEMAND
The highest demand for cycling is found in 
Downtown, Westport, and the Plaza.  High demand 
also exists in the corridors connecting these nodes, 
as well as large portions of the historic northeast.  
Pockets of high demand follow parkways through 
developed areas of the east side and northland.  
Generally, high demand areas are those with a 
combination of many potential destinations, the 
highest population densities, and a diverse mix of 
uses.

NEXT STEPS
Kansas City bicycle infrastructure projects that are 
currently in design or planned for study through 
MARC’s Planning Sustainable Places Grant 
program align closely with the areas of highest 
bicycle demand.  These projects also begin to 
integrate into a comprehensive network.  
Implementation of these projects, along with the 
connecting of a few key gaps, would mark a major 
step toward a comprehensive and interconnected 
bicycle network for Kansas City.
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Introduction
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A Complete Strategy for Bicycle Infrastructure

Smart decisions about bicycle infrastructure 
depend on good data. Demand modeling - the 
focus of this study - can tell us where people want 
to ride, and where they are likely to ride if adequate 
facilities exist.  However,  a demand analysis is only 
one of several critical inputs into a successful 
bicycle infrastructure strategy.  Safety and crash 
data, network connectivity, equity, physical  
roadway constraints, and public feedback all 
contribute to a complete understanding of bicycle 
infrastructure priorities.  

A variety of ongoing efforts in Kansas City are 
helping to paint a fuller picture of bicycle 
infrastructure that is both data driven and 
community-led.  These efforts include ongoing 
neighborhood engagement, current and proposed 
studies, implementation of the City’s road diet 
resolution, adoption of the new Bikeway Design 
Tool, and much more.  BikeWalkKC hopes that this 
Bicycle Network Demand Analysis can supplement 
these efforts, fill a major data gap, and empower 
the City to make infrastructure investment 
decisions that yield the greatest community 
benefit and support.

A complete strategy for bicycle infrastructure 
includes the following components:

 

PUBLIC INPUT
Public input should be the foundation of a complete 
bicycle infrastructure strategy.  Community 
priorities for destinations and preferred routes, 
user feedback on uncomfortable routes and 
locations with safety issues, and preferences for 
future facility types are all important inputs that 
inform smart infrastructure decisions.

DEMAND MODELING
A model to determine the latent demand for 
cycling and bicycle infastructure is the focus of 
this study.  This model looks at potential trip 
generators and attractors and weights them 
according to a variety of demographic, distance, 
and observation factors.
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SAFETY AND COLLISIONS
Places where cyclists are riding today and 
experiencing collisions or dangerous situations 
should be a priority for infrastructure improvements.  
An analysis of areas with high frequency of crashes, 
posted and observed vehicle speeds, presence of 
existing facilities, and related factors can identify 
locations for priority safety improvements.

NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
Bicycle infrastructure functions best as an 
interconnected network.  In addition to specific 
streets and intersections that demonstrate high 
demand for bicycle infrastructure, the connectivity 
of the entire network is extremely important.    
Catalyst projects that bridge major gaps in the 
bike network have particular benefit and 
importance.

EQUITY
For some, bicycle infrastructure can be a 
community amenity, or recrational opportunity.  
For others, it can be a necessity to access jobs, 
services, and broader economic opportunity.  For 
example, bicycle infrastructure is particularly 
important for areas with high concentrations of 
carless households, areas with limited transit 
service, and areas with high concentrations of 
poverty.

FEASIBILITY FOR HIGH LEVEL OF COMFORT
Whatever the latent demand or public desire for 
bicycle infrastructure, the physical conditions of 
the right of way and surroundings constrain what 
is feasible.  Topograpy, major barriers like highway 
and railroads, opportunities for a direct route, 
traffic speed, and available space for facilities all 
impact what is possible, and inform where smart 
investments in bicycle infrastructure should be 
made. Sometimes investments can change the 
conditions of the road and the comfort of a route 
for cyclists.

Carless Households
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Measuring Demand

There are several ways to measure demand for 
bicycle infrastructure.  Traditional travel demand 
forecasts use models built to estimate automobile 
trips and recalibrate those models to estimate 
bicycle trips.  Such models can be useful but do 
have drawbacks.  Often travel demand models do 
not take into account details of the circulation 
network, walking environment, or built environment 
that are minor for automobile trips but very 
important for whether and where pedestrians and 
cyclists travel.

Observations of where cyclists are riding today 
can provide valuable insight, but cyclists counts 
cannot be a direct proxy for latent demand 
because they have already internalized all of the 
physical barriers and constraints that impact a 
cylist’s decisions.  

The following bicycie infrastructure demand 
analysis is not intended to be a trip projection like 
those described above.  The goal of this analysis is 
to determine where people would ride bicycles if 
facilities made it convenient and comfortable to do 
so.  Therefore, latent demand is considered 
separately from the barriers and constraints of the 
physical environment.  

The analysis was conducted in GIS and based on 
City and Census data on transportation and land 
use.  With robust citywide bicycle observations, a 
model for latent bicycle demand could be 
calibrated based on statistically significant factors 
that relate to observed behavior.  In the absence 
of that data, the following analysis uses the most 
complete national research available to make 
assumptions about how and where people would 
ride.  The model then aligns that data with local 
conditions to determine areas of high latent 
demand.

It should be noted that the latent demand analysis 
in this report is a sketch-level study.  It identifies 
the relative demand for cycling in different areas 
of the community, in order to help prioritize 
investments.  As such, it is not suitable to 
differentiate one specific street from another in a 
particular corridor or neighborhood. For that task, 
the City’s Bikeway Design Tool, public input, a level 
of comfort analysis, and other tools are better 
suited.

Santa Monica used Citywide observation data to identify which 
demand factors statistically correlated with observed behavior.  
These factors formed the basis of their bicycle and pedestrian 
demand model.

Often, communities model bicycle demand by making minor 
adjustments to the way they estimate automobile trips.

San Diego’s Bicycle Master Plan uses a GIS-based latent demand 
analysis very similar to the one conducted in this study.
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Demand Analysis Model
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The Bicycle Network Demand Analysis assigns 
each area of the City a demand score between one  
and one hundred.  Half of the demand score is 
based on bicycle trip generators, and the other 
half is based on bicycle trip attractors.  

Bicycle trip generation is determined primarily by 
population and employment density.  Because 
more trips are generated from home than from 
work, population density is weighted more heavily.  
The National Household Travel Survey (NHTS)  
provides a breakdown of bicycle trips by several 
different demographics, including age, income, 
education, and access to automobiles.  This 
demand analysis combines trip research with block 
level census data to adjust an area’s bicycle trip 
generators according to its unique demographic 
profile.  The NHTS also provides data on trip length.  

The demand analysis model uses this data to adjust 
trip generation scores based on proximity to 
various destinations.

Bicycle trip attraction is determined by the density 
of various trip destinations.  Depending on the 
type of trip destination, density is determined by 
the number of jobs associated with the destination, 
school enrollment, church attendence, transit 
ridership, park classification, and other factors.    
NHTS data provides data on trip destinations that 
is used to weight trip attractors.

Finally, the combined trip generators and attractors 
scores are weighted with a land use diversity 
factor.  National data indicates that a mix of uses 
correlates positively with bicycle and pedestrian 
trips.  The final score indicates the relative demand 
for cycling in an area.
 

Recreation
Destinations
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Research on Cycling

The best calibration and grounding for this demand 
analysis would be comprehensive observation 
data of actual cycling patterns in Kansas City.  In 
the absence of that data, this analysis incorporates 
national research and data on bicycling from a 
variety of sources, but in particular the National 
Household Travel Survey (NHTS) and the NCHRP 
Report 770.  This national data helped to inform 
the weights and factors applied to this demand 
analysis.  For example, the NHTS provides a 
breakdown of bicycle trips by destination.  
Commute trips represented approximately eleven 
percent of all bicycle trips.  Accordingly, 
employment destinations received approximately 
elevent percent of the priority for trip generators.   
Data is available for trip distance, which this 
analysis used to apply a decay factor to trip 
generation based on proximity to various types of 
destinations.  Demographic profiles of cycling use 
were  combined with local census data to modify 
trip generation likelihood.  These assumptions 
based on national data provide a starting point for 
a bicycle network demand analysis.  In the future, 
local observation can help to refine and improve 
our understanding.

Source: NCHRP Report 770

Source: NCHRP Report 770
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Findings
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High Bicycle Demand

The highest demand for cycling is found in 
Downtown, Westport, and the Plaza.  High 
demand also exists in the corridors 
connecting these nodes, as well as large 
portions of the historic northeast.  Pockets 
of high demand follow parkways through 
developed areas of the east side and 
northland.  Generally, high demand areas are 
those with a combination of many potential 
destinations, high population densities, and 
a diverse mix of uses.
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Existing and Planned Bicycle Infrastructure

Many streets with bicycle lanes are located in 
areas with low to moderate demand.  Existing 
bike lanes on Emmanuel Cleaver, Chouteau Pkwy, 
and Charlotte/Holmes are located in higher 
demand areas.  Planned improvements throughout 
the urban core are poised to serve areas of high 
demand much better, but key areas of need 
remain, including a north-south route connecting 
Downtown, Westport, and the Plaza, and a route 
serving the densest parts of the historic Northeast. 
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High Bicycle Demand - North
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High Bicycle Demand - South
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Bicycle Trip Generators:  Adjusted Population Density

POPULATION DENSITY
GENERATOR SCORE
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Bicycle Trip Generators:  Adjusted Employment Density

EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
GENERATOR SCORE
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Demographic Modifiers

Areas in red have a demographic profile with the strongest positive correlation to bicycle trips.

DEMOGRAPHIC MODIFIER: 
CARLESS HOUSEHOLDS

DEMOGRAPHIC MODIFIER: 
AGE

DEMOGRAPHIC MODIFIER: 
INCOME

DEMOGRAPHIC MODIFIER: 
EDUCATION
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Bicycle Trip Attractors
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Bicycle Trip Attractors

RECREATION
DESTINATIONS

TRANSIT
DESTINATIONS
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Land Use Diversity Modifiers
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Next Steps
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GATHER LOCAL DATA
Strategic decisions about bicycle infrastructure 
could be improved with better local data on 
cycling.  Additionally, before and after data can 
help to make the case for the value and umpact of 
implemented projects.  Developing a strategy to 
gather local observations of cyclists will enhance 
decision making moving  forward and make future 
projects more viable.

Next Steps

IMPLEMENT PLANNED PROJECTS
A number of the City’s bicycle infrastructure 
projects are in the design or bidding phases.  
Completion of the Downtown Bike Loop (Grand 
Boulevard in particular), and projects on Armour 
Boulevard, the Paseo, Lexington, Gladstone, C 
harlotte, and Holmes are all in progress and are all 
located in areas of high bicycle demand.

MOVE MARC PSP PROJECTS FORWARD
Kansas City is evaluating the feasibility for road 
diets and bicycle improvements on several streets 
in high demand areas.  Gillham Road is a particularly 
important connector because it is one of the most 
direct and comfortable connections between 
Downtown, Midtown, and the Plaza areas.  Other 
MARC projects enhance the network in high 
demand areas, including connections to the 
Northeast and Eastside.  Implementation of these 
projects would dramatically enhance the bicycle 
network across high demand areas.

IMPROVE THE MODEL
Several improvements and calibrations could 
enhance and refine the bicycle demand model in 
this analysis.  Potential further research includes:
• Calibrations based on local observations
• Measurement of regional and inter-community 

demand
• Incorporation of generators and attractors 

outside of City limits
• Revised model weights and factors based on 

evolving understanding of future bicycle travel 
patterns.

CONNECT KEY GAPS
In addition to projects under review or underway, 
a number of critical gaps in the future bike network 
hold the potential to enhance the function of the 
entire system.  Comfortable north-south 
connections between Downtown and Midtown, 
connection of Emmanual Cleaver to Van Brunt and 
Independence Avenue, and connections across 
the River to North Kansas City, Gladstone, and 
Northland facilities are all important pieces moving 
forward.

EXPAND ANALYSIS AND INPUT
The bicycle demand model presented in this report  
is one important component of a comprehensive 
strategy for bicycle infrastructure, but additional 
work is needed.  A level of comfort analysis can 
identify how to incorporate high comfort facilities 
on specific streets in priority corridors.  A review 
of collision data can highlight urgent safety 
priorities.  Additional public input will ensure that 
City investments respond to community needs.
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The City’s current bicycle infrastructure projects that are currently under design or planned for study 
through MARC’s Planning Sustainable Places Grant program align closely with the areas of highest 
bicycle demand.  These projects also begin to integrate into a comprehensive network.  Implementation 
of these projects, along with the connecting of a few key gaps, would mark a major step toward a 
comprehensive and interconnected bicycle network for Kansas City.
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BikeWalkKC
3269 Gillham Road, Suite C
Kansas City, MO 64109
816-205-7056 
info@bikewalkkc.org

Our mission is to redefine our streets as places for people to build a culture of active living.


